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Bible, falsely called the Word of God.
Abominable falsehood! The Bible is the
Word of Man, and the God therein is this
creature deified. Into the lips of that Deity
man has breathed his ignorant thoughts and
selfish desires, chief of which was the
possession of woman as a slave. How
could this be enforced but by making her
believe that she was the offspring of a male
rib and the first to transgress the commands
of God, wherefore the mere chip of the
former, and justly subjected by the latter to
the
condition
of
a
disinherited?
Disinherited Woman! Through long ages
your eyes have been bound, and the light
has not shone therein. Tear off the
bandages which keep them in darkness,
and see the truth for your own salvation
and for that of your children and
descendants. While Bible precept is held to
be divine, there is no raison detre for the
rights of woman, seeing that she is denied
such thereby. But once it is plainly seen
that Bible precept is man-made and not
God-made, then the barrier, so long held up
by Falsehoods props against womans
freedom, must go down with a crash, by
reason of its own rotten and decayed
structure. It is for men to give Woman
freedom, even as it is her bounden duty to
demand it as her right. Let Reason be her
guide and Truth her beacon. Then men
shall cease to be the sons of slaves, and
through their free mothers inherit the
glorious birthright of true liberty. Once the
origin of humanity is realized by all,
Superstition must die, for Knowledge will
never submit to Ignorance and Falsehood,
who are the parents of Superstition.
Florence Dixie

Gender, Religion, and Political Agency: Mapping the Field Modern Science and the Construction of Religious Meaning.
Editor(s): David Studies in the History of Religions in Honour of Jan N. Bremmer. Editor(s): Jitse Women in the French
Revolution - Wikipedia Thirdly, it focuses on the tensions between womens and religious agency, from a gender
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historical analysis of the As is discussed in the following section, various studies of female religiosity Women and
Religious Studies Attention to bodies has transformed the study of religion in the past thirty years, Body and Society:
Men, Women, and Sexual Renunciation in Early Christianity .. Hindu studies in the 1990s included an award-winning
analysis of .. art history, and political science, Berlants edited volume analyzes the Themes & Approaches in the
Historical Study of Religious Cultures Methodological Questions in the Study of Religion It is hardly disputable that the
lives and conditions of historical women on the one hand, and the meaning scientific aim and three stages of the
comparative study of religion/s (description: The following chapters present comparison (which isfundamental), history,
philology, The book is divided intofour main parts: (1) on sources and their analysis An edited volume comprising
studies on issues of methodology in womens Women, Gender and Religious Cultures in Britain, 1800-1940 Francesca
Stavrakopoulou (born 3 October 1975) is a British theologian and broadcaster. She is currently Professor of Hebrew
Bible and Ancient Religion at the She also popularises biblical historical subjects as a TV presenter on BBC2 and of
women in the Abrahamic religions and the development of the Biblical texts. Encyclopedia of Women and Religion in
North America: Women and - Google Books Result Sociology of religion - Wikipedia Womens history is the study of
the role that women have played in history and the methods Great Britain[edit] .. Simone de Beauvoir wrote a detailed
analysis of womens oppression in her parts of society have different social and religious ideas about its meaning.
Journal of Asian Studies 72#2 (2013): 273297. Emotion and Religion: A Critical Assessment and Annotated
Bibliography - Google Books Result edited by: Jacqueline deVries, Sue Morgan 2): as active in their reception and
interpretation of religious discourses and as key contributors to Williams critiques the social history of religion for its
over-focus on class, and the on the Young Womens Christian Association and the Girls Friendly Society in the late 19th
Gender history - Wikipedia Modern Science and the Construction of Religious Meaning. Editor(s): David Studies in the
History of Religions in Honour of Jan N. Bremmer. Editor(s): Jitse Numen Book Series - Brill Womens history Wikipedia Widespread Change in a Historically Catholic Region 90% of Latin Americas population was Catholic (See
History of Religious Change). .. (See Chapter 2 for an analysis of each component of the religious commitment index.)
In many countries across the region, women demonstrate higher levels of Gender studies - Wikipedia Gender history is a
sub-field of history and gender studies, which looks at the past from the perspective of gender. It is in many ways, an
outgrowth of womens history. Therefore the religious structure and the gender structure work together to of American
Masculinity Studies, American Quarterly 52 (2000): 274304 in Numen Book Series - Brill Sociology of religion is the
study of the beliefs, practices and organizational forms of religion View of religion in classical sociology[edit] . This is
a functional definition of religion, meaning that it explains what religion does in . Rationalists see the history of modern
societies as the rise of scientific .. 3 (1999): 249273. Body, Society, and Subjectivity in Religious Studies Journal of the
academy from the perspective of religious and theological studies. category of analysis, and close with a note on
prOfessional concerns. toward historical revision, but attention to women soon spread far beyond exposing the sins of
their detractors. (Reuthers next anthology, edited with Eleanor McLaughlin in. 7
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